Introduction to the Online Course

An Elven
Starlight
Journey
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Welcome to the Journey
The Silver Wheel is a mandala of light codes,
ascension glyphs gifted by the Elven Ones for a New
Dawn upon earth.
An Elven Starlight Journey is a voyage moon by
moon through the glyphs and diamond light codes
of the Silver Wheel.
It is a return to the sun, earth, moon and stars ~ to
the natural, celestial, galactic, elemental frequencies
of the Elder & Starlight soul path on earth
You shall be uplifted, awakened & moved into
profound remembrance of who you are, and the
Elder wisdom of the Star Creator within
This is the wisdom of the Far One you are activating
fully for the New Dawn
So that you may give your gift for the highest good
of all realms, all timelines, all dimensions
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How We Shall Journey Together
From afar, we shall journey together by the cycles of
the Moon. A global circle of Elders & Starlight
Kindred all around the earth
Each moon, you shall receive
❅ Forest Video Teachings from forest, mountain &

ocean as you come with Elen on a journey through
the moons
❅ Recorded Mp3s of exquisite Elven Starlight

sounding by voice, drum, singing bowl journeys &
transmissions
❅ Live Webinars Ascension Moon Lodge & Q&A
❅ PDF Written Materials of never before published

OverSoul embodiment teachings ~ The Elven
Book of Starflowers, an Elven Moon Manual & an
Elven Starlight Retreat Manual
❅ Membership Community group where you can

connect with Elder Starlight kindred souls
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An Elven Starlight Journey
You shall receive your course materials in accordance
with the 7 phases of the Moon

🌑

New Moon

🌒

Waxing Crescent

🌓

First Half Moon

🌕

Full Moon

🌗

Last Half Moon

🌘

Waning Crescent

🌑

Dark Moon
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New Moon

Forest Elven Teaching
Introduction to the Journey of the Moon
You shall receive a beautiful ceremonial video
created in the forests & hills of the sacred
land, introducing you to the journey &
wisdom of this moon

VIDEO
Downloadable File

Elven Moon Manual
You shall receive a PDF written introduction &
guidance for the journey of this moon

PDF
Downloadable File
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Waxing Crescent Moon

Light of the Morningstar
Activating as a Star Creator of the Dawn
You shall receive an Elven Forest Video
Transmission & Teaching on awakening as a Star
Creator of the New Dawn ~ how to access your
quantum state of starlight creativity, your higher
dimensional inspiration, how to move beyond the
shadows that hold you bound, how to give the
gift that you carry from other worlds, other
dimensions for the highest good of all

VIDEO
Downloadable File
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First Half Moon

Elven Starflower Journey
Awakening to Embodiment
You shall receive a Recorded MP3 Elven Guided
Journey to Lemuria, awakening the codes of your
embodiment as a Shining One, lifting the veils of
invisibility, and meeting with your Far Self

RECORDED MP3
Downloadable Audio File

The Book of Starflowers
You shall receive chapter by chapter, never-before
published teachings and illustrations on your
New/Ancient Galactic Body of Light

PDF
Downloadable File
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Full Moon

Elven Moon Lodge
Stargate of the Full Moon
You shall receive a link to the Elven Moon Lodge,
a live webinar where Elen channels an Elven
Starlight journey for the stargate of this Full
Moon, so that you may attune to the cosmic flow
of ascension energies at this time, lifting the veils
of forgetfulness, returning to the deeper story &
Galactic timeline of your own Elder wisdom for
the New Dawn

LIVE WEBINAR
Also Available as RECORDED VERSION
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Last Half Moon

Elven Wisdom Council
Live Q&A
You shall receive a link to the Elven Wisdom
Council, a live webinar of magical, free-flowing
conversation on the Elven Starlight Journey of
this moon, where you can ask questions, share
your insights & journeys. The Elven Wisdom
Council is a place where we can gather together
from all around the earth, coming together as a
great community of kindred starlight souls once
more for the New Dawn

LIVE WEBINAR
Available as RECORDED VERSION
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Waning Crescent Moon

Spirit of the Eveningstar
Lifting the Veils of Forgetfulness
You shall receive a Recorded MP3, a Spirit of the
Eveningstar Healing Transmission, directed at
releasing the deep seals and blocks on the soul’s
timeline, old grief and imprints, lifting the veils
of forgetfulness, and liberating you into existence
as the Far One that you are

RECORDED MP3
Downloadable Audio File
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Dark Moon

Elven Starlight Retreat
A Journey to the Stars
You shall receive a Recorded Mp3 & PDF that
supports your Elven Starlight Retreat, a time
of withdrawal & inner time for yourself, and a
journey to the stars to meet with your Future
Self. This Retreat is overlit by the wisdom of
an Animal Elder Guardian each moon

RECORDED MP3
Downloadable Audio File

Elven Retreat Manual
You shall receive a PDF guide for your retreat
with the wisdom of the over-lighting Animal

PDF
Downloadable File
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Embark on a journey of Awakening
Remember who you are for the New Dawn
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Moons of the Year 2020-21
* Sapphire Moon ~ March/April
* White Gold Moon ~ April/May
* Rose Moon ~ May/June
* Silver Moon ~ June/July
* Emerald Moon ~ July/August
* Ruby Moon ~ August/September
* Violet Moon ~ September/October
* Aquamarine Moon ~ October/November
* Magenta Moon ~ November/December
* Gold Moon ~ December/January
* Peach Moon ~ January/February
* Pearl Moon ~ February/March
* Diamond Moon ~ March/April
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Sapphire Moon
Swanfeather Cloak
24th March ~ 22nd April 2020

Discover the Swan Feather Cloak of your far star
beauty and otherworldly grace. Through shamanic
journeys of drum & Elven starlight sounding, you
shall travel to your sacred star origins and activate
your Lemurian self.
Follow your heart to join this exquisite ceremony of
sapphire and swan feather, awakening your path as
a dreamer of the New Earth.
This is an activation of an ancient and exquisitely
beautiful way of being upon the earth that dwells
within your innermost heart and remembrance.
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White Gold Moon
Sunstar Moon
23rd April ~ 21st May 2020
In a ceremony of moonstone, willow and golden
topaz, journey with the dragon into the Realm of the
Sun and awaken the dream of the Dawn within your
heart.
Through shamanic journeys of drum & Elven
starlight sounding, and the exquisite Elven wisdom
of the Silver Wheel, you shall carry the oldest
dreams of your heart into the realm of the Sun and
become infused with the new frequencies of the
Dawn.
Travel into the Solar Light of the Elven realms, and
experience these beautiful frequencies of the Dawn.
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Rose Moon
Star Kindred Moon
22nd May ~ 20th June 2020
This moon is the restoration of our kindred soul
group ~ a time when our angelic, stellar and
spiritual relationships are re-forming in timeless
alliances, long veiled and vanished on earth.
We bring together a symphony of soul gifts, each
playing our own role with beautiful inter-linking
precision in the Dawn of the New Earth
You shall step into true presence and interconnection with your Star Kindred ~ those with
whom you are born do do the deep and beautiful
work of calling through the New Earth, those who
will truly see and recognise your soul and gifts
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Silver Moon
Gold Galactic Butterflies
21st June ~ 19th July 2020
In a ceremony of shamanic drum and Elven starlight
sounding, discover your starlight language of the
Soul ~ the Language of Light. You shall learn to
accessing the other-dimensional music of Creation,
your Language of Light, gifted through the beautiful
wisdom teachings of the Elven Star realms for the
New Earth.
Awaken & send forth the gold Galactic Butterflies of
Higher Sentience, honing your gifts of subtle
listening & the ability to receive the information,
light codes & downloads of your higher functioning
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Emerald Moon
Silver Grove of the Stars
20th July ~ 18th August 2020
Travel into the Silver Grove of the Stars, to receive a
vision of your higher purpose for the New Dawn.
We shall ascend to the Silver Grove of the Stars, to
receive the guidance, wisdom and vision of the
Council of the Stars. In the company of the Intergalactic Elders, we shall renew our own Elder vision.
Each of us is an Immortal Guardian of this earth,
and this moon we work with the Emerald Wisdom
of the sacred groves and tree guardians to awaken
the Elder Heart within.
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Ruby Moon
Immortal Flower of Light
19th August ~ 16th September 2020
In shamanic journey and ceremony , enter the lost
Elven Star wisdom of the flower. Discover your
immortal aura, the ancient flower within. This is
your portal between worlds, the light body that is
your travelling starship into the realms of the New
Earth. Through drum and Elven starlight sounding,
we activate the otherworldly flower of your New
Dawn embodiment.
The Starflower Aura is your original Lemurian light
body that is awakening at this time ~ woven of
colours and tones not seen upon earth for many
aeons, a template for your angelic, stellar new/
ancient embodiment.
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Violet Moon
Temple of the Evening Star
17th September ~ 15th October 2020
Travel into the Temple of the Evening Star and the
wisdom of the Waters. We activate the starlight flow
of giving and receiving. We shall travel into the
Elvenstar realm of the West and its sacred
shimmering waters.
Here we enter the starry flow of remembrance, of
ways of Peace, of realms that were lost and are now
returning…
The West is the realm into which the Shining Ones,
the Elven Ones, so long ago disappeared. Yet now
they are returning ~ the Shining Ones are sailing
across the waters, for the Golden Dawn of the New
Earth.
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Aquamarine Moon
Grandmother Turtle
16th October ~ 14th November 2020
This moon is an Elven starlight initiation into the
spaciousness, the infinity of the Earth, and her
aspect as Grandmother Turtle. At the heart of the
Elven Mysteries, lies this infinite spaciousness of the
multi-dimensional earth; of an earth that is one with
the mysteries of the Universe beyond. A beautiful
Moon working with the inter-woven realms.
Release the illusion of a finite 3D earth, fears of
limitation & finitude connected with the physical
experience, as we activate our full trust and arrival
to the miraculous, infinite, inter-dimensional ground
of the New Earth
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Magenta Moon
Obsidian Moon
15th November ~ 13th December 2020
This is the Elvenstar Moon of the Star Traveller, our
great initiation into the unknown. It is a Vision
Quest into the unknown, expanding into a new
vision of ourselves, our star origins and destiny
Release the old version of self, the archetype and
mythic constellation that has bound you. Surrender
this, so that the new constellation and cosmic
archetype may arrive.
This is the initiation of the Star Walker, the one who
travels universes and galaxies, and who masters the
dissolution and recreation of starlight form, of
worlds ~ who travels the spaces between one dream
and another, between one star and another,
becoming a New Dawn.
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Gold Moon
Atlantis Moon
14th December ~ 12th January 2021
In a ceremony of shamanic drum and Elven starlight
sounding, access the lost records of Atlantis, and
your own Atlantean soul gifts. Activate this manydimensional wisdom as a visionary of the New
Earth.
This moon brings the awakening of sacred
imagination and visionary awareness. It helps you to
release the seals and blocks placed upon your
powers of vision and the sacred creative power of
the imagination since the time of Atlantis
Dissolve the deep encodements from the time of
Atlantis, that make us fearful of awakening this
powerful gift, and cause us to look outside of
ourselves for spiritual validation and authority.
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Peach Moon
Stardust Moon
13th January ~ 10th February 2021
Attune to the wisdom of the Deer Elder, who carries
the pouch of stardust, gathered through moon after
moon of walking the earth with grace and balance.
This stardust consecrates and blesses the ground of
your ordinary existence, bringing it into alignment
with your spiritual essence.
In Lemuria you knew the starlight ancestry of the
earth, you knew where she came from. You knew
that matter had been created and dreamt amongst
the stars. She is composed of ascending and
descending spirals of creation, as immortal
luminance crystallizes into starlight, into stardust,
and as the stardust of the physical world blossoms
beyond itself, releasing back into starlight and
immortal luminance.
Awaken the wisdom of Lemuria, and of the
Ascended Elder within you who has walked this
magic dance upon earth long since.
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Pearl Moon
Temple of the Morning Star
11th February ~ 12th March 2021
Enter the Temple of the Morningstar, where the
Elven Ones and Star Elders call forth your higher
dimensional creativity, lifting the veils that prevent
you from gifting that which you hold for the New
Dawn on earth
The Elven Ones share beautiful teachings on how to
remain anchored and grounded in higher
dimensional creativity on earth, calling you into
activation of this higher destiny.
They share the initiations that break the dominion of
lower dimensional seals, so that you may deepen
into your guiding starlight, unlock its inspiration,
and become free to live within its activation, mystery
and flow.
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Diamond Moon
Diamond Portal
13th March ~ 11th April 2021
Follow the Unicorn, the flashes of an unearthly white
in the ancient cedar forest, until you come to the place
where she stands ~ a cascade of forelock almost
veiling her dark eyes, that gaze into yours. You feel
her purity that is ancient, immortal, and wise ~ and
you know, in this moment, that it is time to fulfil your
mission, to make real the dream of your soul
With the guidance of the Unicorn you give yourself
permission, irrevocable permission, to go forward, to
cross the threshold. By acting upon the dream, you
truly enter into the higher dimensional experience
upon earth that you have been longing for. You truly
step across and become the New Earth.
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Moon by Moon
Awaken to your Destiny
As an Elder Soul & Star of the Dawn
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When You Sign Up
You Shall Receive an Introductory
Package Including

❂ Sunstar Meditation MP3
To align you with the Light of the Dawn
frequencies each morning. This exquisite
meditation supports you to begin each day in the
diamond Light frequencies of the galactic
timeline

△ Elven Temples of Light
A beautiful PDF Guide on the Elven Directions of
the New Dawn ~ the Seven Sacred Directions and
the Four Elemental Temples of Light
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How Will I Receive My Material?
You will receive an email shortly after signing up with a
username and password to your beautiful & organized
course. This is where your material becomes available in
accordance with the phases of the moon, & your library of
all past recordings & files will be held. If you don't receive
your login information or if you have any questions,
please reach out to us at ascend@sapphireearth.com

How Do the Live Webinars Work?
You click on a link to join. You can choose to be visible via
your webcam or not, and during the Elven Wisdom
Council Live Q&A you will get a chance to unmute your
mic to talk live with Elen & Joanna. You can also type your
questions in the chat box, for Elen & Joanna to answer.

When are the Live Webinars? What
happens if I miss them?
They are scheduled on the Full Moon & Last Half Moon of
each month, at 7-9pm(GMT). All webinars have
replays. They will be added to your login library
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Rose, Turquoise & Silver
Investment Levels
There are 3 different investment levels available ~
Rose, Turquoise and Silver
We have chosen to trust that by opening these portals
into the work, each one shall offer what they are truly
able to ~
Feel into your heart and intuition about the right level
for you. Whichever level of investment you come
through is honoured, and you shall receive the same
materials
Our choice reflects changing times, and support of all
the souls of the Elven Starlight community around the
earth, lighting the lamps of the New Dawn
We are deeply committed to this ~ and only ask for
honesty & the spirit of generosity so that we may
continue to uphold this work
Please see the Elven Starlight Journey page on the
website for further details
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